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grave threats to their present relationships. Danger and death lurk throughout
their pursuit, all the way from the brand new wharves beside the River Thames to
the familiar old haunts of organised crime back home in Italy.
Ruso and the River of Darkness Ruth Downie 2011-03-03 Ruso is back with a brand
new mystery. And it doesn't take long before he fears for his life . . . Gaius
Petreius Ruso and his newlywed wife Tilla have moved back to Britannia, where
Ruso's old friend and colleague Valens has promised to help him find work. But it
isn't the kind of work he'd had in mind - Ruso's tasked to hunt down a missing tax
man named Julius Asper. Of course there's something else missing: money. And the
Council of the town of Verulamium is bickering over what's become of it. Compelled
to delve deeper by a threat from his old sparring-partner Metellus, Ruso discovers
that the good townsfolk may not be as loyal to Rome as they like to appear. While
Tilla tries to comfort Asper's wife, an anonymous well-wisher warns the couple to
flee before they get hurt. But it doesn't take long until Ruso and Tilla find
themselves trapped at the heart of an increasingly treacherous conspiracy . . .
I, Claudius Robert Graves 2013-04-01 The Julio-Claudian family possessed all the
brutality and dysfunctionality of the Sopranos, but with fewer (or no) constraints
on their power to injure outsiders or each other. From this raw material Robert
Graves brilliantly recreates a world of power, intrigue and cruelty, a world
permeated through and through with the threat of sudden and violent death. In the
process he raises striking, sometimes unanswerable questions: was Tiberius really
as depraved as Suetonius suggests? Was Livia the true power behind Augustus'
throne? And did she really poison all those people? Did Caligula seriously plan to
make his horse a consul? Whether or not we can answer these questions, this was
certainly a world in which such things could happen.With an Afterword by Tom
Griffith.
Semper Fidelis Ruth Downie 2013-01-08 When Ruso rejoins his unit in the remote
outpost of the Roman Empire known as Britannia, he finds that all is not well with
the Twentieth Legion. As they keep a suspicious eye on the barbarians to the
north, the legionaries appear to have found trouble even closer to home-among the
native recruits to Britannia's imperial army. A young soldier has jumped off a
roof, killing himself. Why? Mysterious injuries, and even deaths, begin to pile up
in Ruso's medical ledgers, and it soon becomes clear that this suicide is not an
isolated incident. Can the men really be under a curse? And what has this to do
with the much-decorated Centurion Geminus? Bound by his sense of duty and
compelled by his ill-advised curiosity, Ruso begins to ask questions nobody wants
to hear. Meanwhile his barbarian wife, Tilla, starts to find out some of the
answers-and is marked as a security risk by the very officers Ruso is

Sejanus David Wishart 2011-11-10 Immediately after his father's funeral, Marcus is
approached by two senators who want him to dig up some dirt on Sejanus, emperor
Tiberius's deputy and likely successor. Despite the dangers, Marcus cannot resist
the thrill of more detective work, and his investigations uncover a trail of
treason, betrayal - and murder.
Ode To A Banker Lindsey Davis 2011-03-01 One of the Roman novels from the
bestselling historical fiction , Falco series. In the long, hot Roman Summer of
AD74, Marcus Didius Falco, private informer and spare-time poet, gives a reading
for his family and friends. Things get out of hand as usual. The event is taken
over by Aurelius Chrysippus, a wealthy Greek banker and patron to a group of
struggling writers, who offers to publish Falco's work - a golden opportunity that
rapidly palls. A visit to the Chrysippusscriptorium implicates him in a gruesome
literary murder so when Petronius Longus, the over-worked vigiles enquiry chief,
commissions him to investigate, Falco is forced to accept. Lindsey Davis' twelfth
novel wittily explores Roman publishing and banking, taking us from the jealousies
of authorship and the mire of patronage, to the darker financial world, where
default can have fatal consequences...
Two For The Lions Lindsey Davis 2011-03-01 One of the stories from the bestselling
historical fiction Falco series. Lumbered with working alongside reptilian Chief
Spy Anacrites, Marcus Didius Falco has the perfect plan to make money - he will
assist Vespasian in the Emperor's 'Great Census' of AD73. His potential fee could
finally allow him to join the middle ranks and be worthy of long-suffering Helena
Justina. Unexpectedly confronted with the murder of a man-eating lion, Falco is
distracted from his original task, uncovering a bitter rivalry between the
gladiators' trainers. With one star gladiator dead, Falco is forced to investigate
and the trail leads from Rome to the blood-soaked sand of the arena in North
Africa.
The Jupiter Myth Lindsey Davis 2011-03-31 One of the Roman novels from the
bestselling historical fiction Falco series. ‘To find a drowned man head-first
down a well was slightly unusual, exciting maybe.’ For Falco, a relaxed visit to
Helena’s relatives in Britain turns serious at the scene of a downtown murder. The
renegade henchman of Rome’s vital ally King Togidubnus has been stuffed head-first
down a barroom well – leading to a tricky diplomatic situation which Falco must
defuse. One murder leads to others. Londinium now has a forum and an amphitheatre;
the town is a magnet for legitimate traders – and for criminals from Rome. With
his vigiles pal Petronius, Falco leads the hunt for gangsters who are intent on
taking over. This will bring unwelcome encounters with faces from the past and
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interrogating. With Hadrian's visit looming large, the fates of the legion, Tilla,
and Ruso himself hang in the balance.
Parthian Shot David Wishart 2011-11-10 If there is one thing Marcus Corvinus hates
more than doing the household accounts, it is politics. So when he is interrupted
in the former to get involved in the latter, he is not best pleased. His brief is
to conduct an unofficial investigation into an attack on the Parthian Prince
Phraates, a task that taxes his (none too) diplomatic skills to the utmost. The
byzantine twists and turns of the case give Corvinus a headache worse than his
customary hangover, and it takes a violent threat to Perilla before he begins to
get a grip on what is involved. Along the way he learns a lot about the spice
trade - and a new way with lampreys.
Medicus Ruth Downie 2008-12-11 **THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER** A serial killer
is on the loose in Roman-occupied Britain, and Gaius Petreius Ruso is out to catch
him... if he isn't killed first. The Gods are not smiling on army doctor Gaius
Petreius Ruso in his new posting in Britannia. He has vast debts, long shifts, and
an overbearing hospital administrator to deal with . . . not to mention a serial
killer stalking the local streets. Barmaids' bodies are being washed up with the
tide and no one else seems to care. It's up to Ruso to summon all his skills to
investigate, even though the breakthroughs in forensic science lie centuries in
the future, and the murderer may be hunting him down too. If only the locals would
just stop killing each other and if only it were possible to find a decent glass
of wine, and someone who can cook, Ruso's prospects would be a whole lot
sunnier.... The first novel in the New York Times bestselling Gaius Petreius Ruso
series. With a gift for comic timing and historic detail, Ruth Downie has conjured
an ancient world as raucous and real as our own.
The Curse-Maker Kelli Stanley 2011-02-01 The Curse-Maker is the sequel to he
award-winning Nox Dormienda, the first book of the Roman noir series created by
Kelli Stanley (City of Dragons). Wedding impeccably researched history to prose
and themes reminiscent of classic hard-boiled writers, The Curse-Maker is a
thrilling and suspenseful journey into a dark corner of Roman Britain you've never
seen before. When Roman physician Arcturus and his stunning wife, Gwyna, arrive at
Bath for a holiday, a dead body is floating in the sacred spring. It turns out
that the murdered man is a curse-maker whose invocations actually come true, and
as murder follows murder, it looks like there's now a curse on Arcturus. This is
an exciting and exotic story of a spa town where people go to heal...only to wind
up dead. And it takes the doctor-investigator on a dark road -- into Roman
cemeteries, silver mines, and underground water tunnels -- to comprehend the
twisted mind of a killer bent on revenge.
The Accusers Lindsey Davis 2007-07-31 Fresh from his trip to Britain, Marcus
Didius Falco needs to re-establish his presence in Rome. A minor role in the trial
of a senator entangles him in the machinations of two real life lawyers at the top
of their trade. The senator is convicted, but then dies, apparently by suicide. It
may have been a legal move to protect his heirs, but Falco is hired to prove it
was murder. As Falco shows off his talents in the role of advocate, he exposes
himself to a tangle of upper-class secrets and powerful elements in Roman law that
may have consequences he hadn't quite bargained for.
The Graveyard of the Hesperides Lindsey Davis 2016-07-12 In first century Rome,
Flavia Albia, the daughter of Marcus Didius Falco, has taken up her father's
former profession as an informer. On a typical day, it's small cases---cheating
spouses, employees dipping into the till---but this isn't a typical day. Her
beloved, the plebeian Manlius Faustus, has recently moved in and decided that they
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should get married in a big, showy ceremony as part of beginning a proper domestic
life together. Also, his contracting firm has been renovating a rundown dive bar
called The Garden of the Hesperides, only to uncover human remains buried in the
backyard. There have been rumors for years that the previous owner of the bar, now
deceased, killed a bar maid and these are presumably her remains. In the choice
between planning a wedding and looking into a crime from long ago, Albia would
much rather investigate a possible murder. Or murders, as more and more remains
are uncovered, revealing that something truly horrible has been going on at the
Hesperides. As she gets closer to the truth behind the bodies in the backyard,
Albia's investigation has put her in the cross-hairs---which might be the only way
she'll get out of the wedding and away from all her relatives who are desperate to
'help.'
Pandora's Boy Lindsey Davis 2018-07-03 A suspicious death and subsequent murder
send Flavia Albia down a twisted path to expose corruption and betrayal in Lindsey
Davis’s next historical mystery, Pandora's Boy. First century Rome is not the
quiet, orderly city that it pretends to be and in this environment, a very clever
private informer can thrive. Flavia Albia, daughter of Marcus Didius Falco, is a
chip off the old block. She's taken over his father's old profession, and, like
him, she occasionally lets her love of a good puzzle get in the way of her common
sense. Such is the case when one such puzzle is brought to her by the very hostile
ex-wife of Albia's new husband. It seems that over on the Quirinal Hill, a naive
young girl, one Clodia Volumnia, has died, and there's a suggestion that she was
poisoned by a love potion. The local witch, Pandora, would have been the one to
supply such a potion. Looking into the matter, Albia soon learns that Pandora
carries on a trade in herbal beauty products while keeping hidden her much more
dangerous connections. Albia soon discovers the young girl was a handful and her
so-called friends were not as friendly as they should have been. The supposedly
sweet air of the Quirinal hides the smells of loose morality, casual betrayal, and
even gangland conflict. When a friend of her own is murdered, things become
serious and Albia is determined to expose as much of this local sickness as she
can—beginning with the truth about the death of little Clodia.
Caveat Emptor Downie, Ruth 2020-09-29 Doctor Gaius Petreius Ruso has arrived back
in Britannia with his new wife Tilla and a trunk full of wedding crockery. His
friend and colleague Valens has promised to help him find work, so while Tilla
yearns for somewhere to make a home, Ruso is tasked with hunting down missing tax
man Julius Asper. Of course there's something else missing: money. And the Council
of the town of Verulamium is bickering over what's become of it. Compelled to
delve deeper when Asper is found murdered, Ruso discovers that the good townsfolk
may not be as loyal to Rome as they claim. Despite Ruso's best efforts to get
fired from the job of investigator, he and Tilla find themselves trapped at the
heart of a treacherous conspiracy involving theft, forgery, buried treasure, and
the legacy of Boudica, the rebel queen. The fourth novel in the bestselling Gaius
Petreius Ruso series. Formerly published as Ruso and the River of Darkness.
Vita Brevis Ruth Downie 2017-07-11 "The seventh adventure for Downie's physician
hero masterfully draws out its suspense, painting a vivid portrait of ancient Rome
that feels persuasive and authentic." -Kirkus Reviews Ruso and Tilla and their new
baby daughter have left Roman-occupied Britain--and the military--for Rome at the
urging of Ruso's patron, Accius. Their excitement upon arriving is soon dulled by
the discovery that the grand facades of polished marble mask an underworld of
corrupt landlords and vermin-infested tenements. There are also far too many
doctors--some skilled, but others positively dangerous. Ruso thinks he has been
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offered a reputable medical practice only to find that his predecessor, Doctor
Kleitos, has fled, leaving a dead man in a barrel on the doorstep and the warning,
"Be careful who you trust." Distracted by the body and his efforts to help Accius
win the hand of a rich young heiress, Ruso makes a grave mistake, causing him to
question both his competence and his integrity. With Ruso's reputation under
threat, he and Tilla must protect their small family from Doctor Kleitos's debt
collectors and find allies in their new home while they track down the vanished
doctor and find out the truth about the unfortunate man in the barrel.
The Hangman's Daughter Oliver Pötzsch 2011 After a local midwife is accused of
being a witch and murdering an orphan in the 17th century, Bavarian Hangman Jakob
Kuisl and his daughter, Magdalena, believe that midwife is innocent and seek out
the true killer, despite Jakob being charged with torturing a confession out of
the accused woman. Reissue.
Medicus and the Disappearing Dancing Girls Ruth Downie 2006 A detective novel with
a series of characters to relish - Gaius Petreius Ruso and a cast of corrupt
officers, cut throat villains, beguiling slaves, wanton women and charming
centurions.
Nemesis Lindsey Davis 2010-08-31 The much awaited latest installment in this New
York Times bestselling series brings Marcus Didius Falco back to the city of Rome
and its deadly, convoluted intrigues In the high summer of A.D. 77, Roman informer
Marcus Didius Falco is beset by personal problems. Newly bereaved and facing
unexpected upheavals in his life, it is a relief for him to consider someone
else's misfortunes. A middle-aged couple who supplied statues to his father,
Geminus, have disappeared under mysterious circumstances. They had an old feud
with a bunch of notorious freedmen, the Claudii, who live rough in the
pestilential Pontine Marshes, terrorizing the neighborhood. When a mutilated
corpse turns up near Rome, Falco and his vigiles friend Petronius investigate,
even though it means traveling in the dread marshes. But just as they are making
progress, the Chief Spy, Anacrites, snatches their case away from them. As his
rivalry with Falco escalates, he makes false overtures of friendship, but fails to
cover up the fact that the violent Claudii have acquired corrupt protection at the
highest level. Making further enquiries after they have been warned off can only
be dangerous—but when did that stop Falco and Petronius? Egged on by the slippery
bureaucrats who hate Anacrites, the dogged friends dig deeper while a psychotic
killer keeps taking more victims, and the shocking truth creeps closer and closer
to home. After Alexandria, the first book in this long-running series to hit the
New York Times Bestseller list, Lindsey Davis brings her beloved characters and
series back to Rome in a book that brings together a number of long-running plot
threads to surprising and compelling conclusions.
Whispers Under Ground Ben Aaronovitch 2012 When the son of a wealthy, politically
powerful family is found dead, London constable and sorcerer's apprentice Peter
Grant investigates this case, which is linked to a rogue magician known as the
Faceless Man--and which takes him deep within the deadliest subway system in the
world. Original. 50,000 first printing.
The Samurai Shūsaku Endō 1997 Rokuemon Haskura, a low-ranking warrior, is chosen
as one of a group of envoys to the Viceroy of Mexico and Pope Paul V, but by the
time his delegation returns to Japan, a policy of isolation has been established
Persona Non Grata Ruth Downie 2009-07-14 At long last, Gaius Petreius Ruso and his
companion, Tilla, are headed home-to Gaul. Having received a note consisting only
of the words "COME HOME!" Ruso has (reluctantly, of course) pulled up stakes and
brought Tilla to meet his family. But the reception there is not what Ruso has
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hoped for: no one will admit to sending for him, and his brother Lucius is hoping
he'll leave. With Tilla getting icy greetings from his relatives, Lucius' brotherin-law mysteriously drowned at sea, and the whole Ruso family being sued for
bankruptcy, it's hard to imagine an unhappier reunion. That is, until Severus, the
plaintiff in the bankruptcy suit, winds up dead, and the real trouble begins...
Engrossing, intricate, and-as always-wonderfully comic, Ruth Downie's latest is a
brilliant new installment in this irresistible series. This is everything we've
come to expect from our charming, luckless hero.
H. M. S. Surprise (Vol. Book 3) (Aubrey/Maturin Novels) Patrick O'Brian 1991-05-17
"Few, very few books have made my heart thud with excitement. H.M.S. Surprise
managed it." —Helen Lucy Burke, Irish Press In H.M.S. Surprise, British naval
officer Jack Aubrey and surgeon Stephen Maturin face near-death and tumultuous
romance in the distant waters ploughed by the ships of the East India Company.
Tasked with ferrying a British ambassador to the Sultan of Kampong, they find
themselves on a prolonged voyage aboard a Royal Navy frigate en route to the Malay
Peninsula. In this new sphere, Aubrey is on the defensive, pitting wits and
seamanship against an enemy who enjoys overwhelming local superiority. But
somewhere in the Indian Ocean lies the prize that could secure him a marriage to
his beloved Sophie and make him rich beyond his wildest dreams: the ships sent by
Napoleon to attack the China Fleet.
Silver Screen Justina Robson 1999
One Virgin Too Many Lindsey Davis 2019-04-04 A lost child in a deadly lottery . .
. A frightened child approaches Roman informer Marcus Didius Falco, pleading for
help. Nobody believes Gaia's story that a relation wants to kill her - and neither
does he. Beset by his own family troubles, by his new responsibilities as
Procurator of the Sacred Poultry, and by the continuing search for a new partner,
he turns her away. Immediately he regrets it. Gaia has been selected as the new
Vestal Virgin, and when she disappears Falco is officially asked to investigate.
Finding Gaia is then a race against time, ending in Falco's most terrifying
exploit yet . . . Praise for Lindsey Davis 'Lindsey Davis has seen off all her
competitors to become the unassailable market leader in the 'crime in Ancient
Rome' genre . . . Davis's squalid, vibrant Rome is as pleasurable as ever' Guardian 'Davis's prose is a lively joy . . . sinister and gloriously real' - The
Times on Sunday 'For fans of crime fiction set in the ancient world, this one is
not to be missed' - Booklist 'Davis's books crackle with wit and knowledge . . .
She has the happy knack of making the reader feel entirely immersed in Rome' - The
Times
A Dying Light in Corduba Lindsey Davis 2015-06-30 Inimitable sleuth Falco is back
with a vengeance. One night, a man is killed and Rome's Chief Spy left for dead.
This leaves no one except Falco to conduct the investigation. Soon he is plunged
into the fiercely competitive world of olive oil production. Political intrigue,
an exotic Spanish dancer, and impending fatherhood all add to Falco's troubles.
Things Without A Name Joanne Fedler 2011 Love stories. Large Print. This is a
beautifully written, big-hearted love story, that will resonate with any woman who
has thought about giving up on love and hope...but chooses not to. At 34, Faith
Roberts isn't so different from most women her age. Okay, so her cleavage is
rather disappointing and she's still single, but she has a busy job, the usual
dysfunctional family, and clinically depressed best friend. Practically normal
then? Faith used to think about falling in love, but that was a long time ago. As
a counsellor in a women's crisis centre, she's heard one too many love-gone-wrong
stories so it's hard for her not to give up on the big things, like love, hope and
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trust - let alone the chance of getting a decent haircut or meeting a halfway
normal bloke. Then one night, a twist of fate finds Faith in a situation that
transforms her life, bringing her to finally understand what she has always needed
to know: that before you can save others, you have to save yourself.
The Price of Freedom Rosemary Rowe 2018-02-01 The death of a local tax-collector
spells trouble for Libertus in this compelling historical mystery. Having been
inveigled into standing for the local curia, responsible for the submission of all
local tax, Libertus discovers that any shortfall must be made good by the
councillors themselves. So when news arrives that a tax-collector from a nearby
outpost has committed suicide, having gambled everything away, Libertus is
despatched to make enquiries, in the hope of recovering at least some of the
missing revenue. He has also been asked to attend a wedding, in place of his
patron, who is expecting a visit from an Imperial Legate. But the assignment which
should have seen Libertus for once treated as an honoured guest begins to take
grisly and unexpected turns. As he pieces together the unlikely truth, Libertus
finds himself in mortal danger. Freedom, in all forms, is only relative ? but
there is a high price for it, sometimes paid in blood ?
Ruso and the Demented Doctor Ruth Downie 2009 N.B. R S Downie is published in the
US as Ruth Downie and this book, RUSO AND THE DEMENTED DOCTOR, is published in the
US as TERRA INCOGNITA.Wind-swept North Britannia, where the natives are in the
mood for killing . . .Gaius Petreius Ruso, medicus to the Twentieth Legion, has
been posted to the hostile north - and thrown into a no-win situation. Thessalus,
the current doctor at the Fort of Coria, has confessed to a grisly murder and his
Prefect demands Ruso take charge of the patients and convince Thessalus to retract
his confession. Or else. It seems a reputation for solving tricky murders down
south isn't always helpful.Unfortunately, the corpse is offering up few answers
other than to suggest that the natives might be more murderous than restless. If
Ruso is to identify the killer, he'll need all his wits about him to keep Romans,
natives and slave girls from each other's throats.
Memento Mori Ruth Downie 2018-03-06 The eighth gripping novel in the bestselling
Medicus series, in which Ruso and Tilla investigate the death of the wife of
Ruso's friend in the sacred hot spring of Aquae Sulis. A scandal is threatening to
engulf the popular spa town of Aquae Sulis (modern-day Bath). The wife of Ruso's
best friend, Valens, has been found dead in the sacred hot spring, stabbed through
the heart. Fearing the wrath of the goddess and the ruin of the tourist trade, the
temple officials are keen to cover up what's happened. But the dead woman's father
is demanding justice, and he's accusing Valens of murder. If Valens turns up to
face trial, he will risk execution. If he doesn't, he'll lose his children. Ruso
and Tilla do their best to help but it's difficult to get anyone--even Valens
himself--to reveal what really happened. Could Ruso's friend really be guilty as
charged?
Time To Depart Lindsey Davis 2011-02-15 If you like S. J. Parris, Donna Leon,
Steven Saylor and C. J. Sansom, you will love this absorbing, fast-paced and - at
times - wonderfully funny Roman mystery from bestselling author Lindsey Davis.
Guaranteed to keep you on the edge of your seat... 'Non-stop action, excitements
and astonishments - a real cracker' -- The Good Book Guide 'Absolutely smashing' - Daily Telegraph 'Davis's writing zings with fun' -- Daily Mail 'Exceptionally
well crafted - keeps you guessing right until the end' -- ***** Reader review
'Lindsey Davis never fails!!' -- ***** Reader review 'I started reading it the
moment it arrived, and finished it by the same evening. Brilliant' -- ***** Reader
review 'There are not adjectives fulsome enough to describe how damned good these
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books are' -- ***** Reader review
************************************************************************** EVIL
SENT INTO EXILE - BUT CRIME NEVER GOES AWAY Petronius Longus, captain of the
Aventine watch and Falco's oldest friend, has finally nailed one of Rome's top
criminals. Under Roman law citizens are not imprisoned but are allowed 'time to
depart' into exile outside the Empire. One dark and gloomy dawn Petro and Falco
put the evil Balbinus aboard ship. But soon after, an outbreak of robbery and
murder suggest a new criminal ring has moved into Balbinus' territory. Petro and
Falco must descend into the underworld of Vespasian's Rome to investigate...
A Year of Ravens Eliza Knight 2015-11-13 Britannia: land of mist and magic
clinging to the western edge of the Roman Empire. A red-haired queen named Boudica
led her people in a desperate rebellion against the might of Rome, an epic
struggle destined to consume heroes and cowards, young and old, Roman and Briton .
. . and these are their stories. A calculating queen foresees the fires of
rebellion in a king's death. A neglected slave girl seizes her own courage as
Boudica calls for war. An idealistic tribune finds manhood in a brutal baptism of
blood and slaughter. A death-haunted Druid challenges the gods themselves to
ensure victory for his people. A conflicted young warrior finds himself torn
between loyalties to tribe and to Rome. An old champion struggles for everlasting
glory in the final battle against the legions. A pair of fiery princesses fight to
salvage the pieces of their mother's dream as the ravens circle. A novel in seven
parts, overlapping stories of warriors and peacemakers, queens and slaves, Romans
and Britons who cross paths during Boudica's epic rebellion. But who will survive
to see the dawn of a new Britannia, and who will fall to feed the ravens?
Caveat Emptor Ruth Downie 2012-01-17 In the far reaches of the Roman Empire, there
are three certainties in life for Doctor Gaius Petreius Ruso: death, taxes, and
angry barbarians. The hero finds himself trapped at the heart of an increasingly
treacherous conspiracy involving theft, forgery, buried treasure, and the legacy
of Boudica, the rebel queen.
Medicus Series Ebook Bundle Ruth Downie 2021-07-06 In the New York Times
bestselling Medicus series, Roman occupied Britannia is beset by crime, and army
doctor Gaius Petreius Ruso is determined to catch the killers and restore order to
the empire. With a gift for comic timing and historic detail, Ruth Downie has
conjured an ancient world as raucous and real as our own and a hero readers will
root for through every adventure. Included in this bundle are all eight books in
the series: Medicus Terra Incognita Persona Non Grata Caveat Emptor Simper Fidelis
Tabula Rasa Vita Brevis Memento Mori
Prima Facie Downie, Ruth 2019-07-09 Intrigue, betrayal and murder in the sunny
south of Roman Gaul. Featuring Roman medic Ruso and his partner Tilla - a novella
from the author of the New York Times bestseller MEDICUS.
Solid Citizens David Wishart 2013-11-01 December, AD39. While enjoying the Winter
Festival holiday at his adopted daughter’s home in the Alban Hills, Marcus
Corvinus discovers that an outwardly respectable pillar of the community, local
politician Quintus Caesius has been discovered beaten to death at the rear
entrance of the town brothel. Questioning those who knew the victim, Corvinus is
dismayed to find Bovillae a place of small town secrets, bitter feuds, malicious
gossip and deadly rivalry: a world away from the sophistication of Rome. As he is
to discover, there are several suspects with reason to bear Caesius a grudge. But
who would hate him enough to kill him? And what would a supposedly solid citizen
be doing visiting the local brothel?
Ruso and the Root of All Evils R. S. Downie 2010-04-29 Gaius Petreius Ruso and his
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companion, Tilla, become embroiled in a family scandal when Severus, the family's
chief creditor, winds up dead
The Germanicus Mosaic (A Libertus Mystery of Roman Britain, book 1) Rosemary Rowe
2013-04-11 A deadly puzzle from the days of the Roman Empire... Rosemary Rowe
introduces Libertus and Marcus Septimus, in The Germanicus Mosaic, the first
fantastic mystery thriller of the highly acclaimed Libertus series. The perfect
read for fans of Stephen Saylor and Lindsey Davis. 'Demonstrates Rowe's pithy
command of the Roman sleuth genre... a considerable achievement' - The Times It is
AD 186, and Britain is the northernmost province of the hugely successful Roman
Empire. In Glevum (modern Gloucester), Libertus, a freedman and pavement-maker,
lives under the patronage of Marcus Septimus. When a body is found in the furnace
room of a nearby villa, and identified as that of Crassus Germanicus, a retired
centurion, Marcus asks for Libertus's help. A slave is missing and the solution to
the mystery seems obvious. But Libertus soon discovers that Germanicus has many
enemies, and he must use his mosaicist's skill to put together the pieces of a
most deadly puzzle. What readers are saying about The Germanicus Mosaic: 'Has it
all: good storyline, interesting characters, historical perspective and a mystery
that keeps you guessing all the way through' 'A very likeable and believable hero
and cast of characters and some neat plot twists' 'A great introduction to a new
detective, with atmospheric settings and an interesting take of Britain under the
Romans'
Terra Incognita Ruth Downie 2010-08-01 It is spring in the year of 118, and
Hadrian has been Emperor of Rome for less than a year. After getting involved with
the murders of local prostitutes in the town of Deva, Doctor Gaius Petreius Ruso
needs to get out of town, so has volunteered for a posting with the Army on the
volatile border where the Roman-controlled half of Britannia meets the independent
tribes of the North. Not only is he going to the hinterlands of the hinterlands,
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but it his slave Tilla's homeland and she has some scores to settle there. Soon
they find that Tilla's tribespeople are being encouraged to rebel against Roman
control by a mysterious leader known as the Stag Man, and her former lover is
implicated in the grisly murder of a soldier. Ruso, unwillingly involved in the
investigation of the murder, is appalled to find that Tilla is still spending time
with the lover. Worse, he is honour bound to try to prove the man innocent - and
the Army wrong - by finding another suspect. Soon both Ruso's and Tilla's lives
are in jeopardy, as is the future of their burgeoning romantic relationship.
Tabula Rasa Ruth Downie 2014-08-05 Tending to the reluctant builders of Hadrian's
Great Wall in the aftermath of a costly rebellion, the medicus Ruso and his wife,
Tilla, investigate the disappearances of Ruso's clerk and the son of a native
family, an effort that is complicated by rising tensions between the Britons and
Romans.
The Play of Death Oliver Pötzsch 2017-05-09 The mysterious sixth entry in the
Hangman's Daughter series It is 1670 and Simon Fronwieser is in the town of
Oberammergau to bring his seven-year-old son to boarding school. As he bids his
boy a tearful farewell, news comes of a shocking murder: the man who was to play
the part of Christ in the town's Passion Play has been found dead, nailed to the
set's cross. As there is no doctor in town, Simon is brought in to examine the
body. The chance to spend more time with his son and to investigate the murder
quickly convince him to stay. Soon he is joined by his father-in-law, Jakob Kuisl,
the Schongau hangman, and the two begin piecing together the puzzle of the actor's
death. Was he murdered by a jealous rival? Are the recently arrived and unpopular
immigrant workers somehow involved? Or is it a punishment from God for the
villagers' arrogance in trying to schedule the play four years earlier than
prescribed by ancient custom? Once again, it looks like it is up to the Kuisls to
unravel the mystery and bring atown's dark secrets to light.
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